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G-7
- Fed cuts the centre of its forecast range for 2011 growth from 3.2% to 2.8% also 

triming its 2012 forecast from 3.85% to 3.5%
- U.S Sales of previously owned US homes fell to a six-month low in May and 

prices dropped 4.6 per cent from a year ago, pointing to a housing market still 
struggling to regain its footing.

- European banks and insurers moved closer on Friday to a voluntary rollover of 
their Greek government debt holdings, hoping to get around rating agencies› 
reservations and avoid a Greek default.

- The euro zone›s debt crisis poses the biggest threat to Britain›s financial stability 
and banks must come clean on their full exposure, Britain›s new risk watchdog 
said on Friday.

BRIC
- India Wholesale price-based food inflation shot upto 9.13% for the week ended 

June 11- the highest level since this financial year. 

GCC
- SEC signed on Wednesday a 12-year loan for $989 million with a group of 

international banks to finance an expansion in one of its projects, the firm said in 
a bourse statement.

- Interbank offered rates in the UAE continued their slide to a new seven-year 
low on Thursday as liquidity remains high.  3 months EIBOR benchmark rate is 
1.585%.

- Tadawul announces the calculation of the Sukuk & bonds market index that 
includes all Sukuk & bonds listed on the market.

- Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank (ADCB) said it made a profit of AED 1 billion from 
the sale of its 24.9% stake in Malaysian bank RHB Capital.

Commentary
-SAR/USD rates moved a bit higher because of quarter end USD demand and 

parity closed at 3.7503 last week in interbank market. 
-SAR Interbank market is liquid and longer tenor rates have softened couple of bps 

in last week.  1 year SAIBOR has come down to 92 bps.
- Brent crude futures fell 2 percent on Friday, closing the week with a loss of more 

than 7 percent, the biggest in seven weeks, on euro zone debt worries and on 
IEAs decision to tap government-held oil reserves to bolster economic growth.

Profit Rate Benchmark
Tenor LIBOR SIBOR SAR (Deposit)

1  Month 0.19 0.35 0.20

3  Months 0.25 0.65 0.40

6  Months 0.40 0.72 0.55

12 Months 0.73 0.92 0.70

Economic Indicators  - Last Week
Date Indicator Actual Exp. Prior

19-Jun JP Trade Balance May (YEN b) -853.7 -711.1 -493.7

20-Jun EU Current Account nsa (EUR b) -6.5 -3.8

21-Jun DE ZEW current conditions 87.60% 89.5 91.5

21-Jun US Existing Home Sales m 4.81 4.8 5.05

22-Jun US FOMC Rate Decision 0.25% 0.25% 0.25%

Economic Indicators  - Week Ahead
Date Indicator Exp. Prior

27-Jun JP Retail sales Y-o-Y -2.40% 4.80%

28-Jun DE Import prices mm -0.30% 0.30%

28-Jun GB GDP Final Q-o-Q 0.50% 0.50%

28-Jun US Consumer confidence 60.5 60.8

29-Jun US Pending homes index - 81.9

Currencies     
USD SAR

GBP 1.5958 5.9843

EUR 1.4190 5.3213

AUD 1.0493 3.9349

CHF 0.8329 4.5023

CAD 0.9882 3.7948

JPY 80.4100 0.0466

SAR 3.75015 1.0000

Commodities
Gold $ 1,499.55

Silver $ 34.26
Platinum $ 1,677.75
Palladium $ 726.8
Copper $ 9,040
Aluminum $ 2,500
WTI $ 91.23
Brent $ 105.23
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